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MADRID: They scale barbed-wire topped fences and cross
the sea in inflatable boats or jet skis-more than 36,000
migrants entered Spain this year seeking a better life in
Europe. Almost all of them relied on smugglers to make the
crossing. Ousman Umar, who made a five-year journey from
Ghana to Spain, said it was “impossible” to travel thousands
of kilometers from sub-Saharan Africa through deserts and
other inhospitable areas without the aid of gangs.

“There is almost no chance of reaching Europe illegally”
without paying traffickers, Robert Crepinko, the head of the
human smuggling unit at Europol, the European Union’s
policing arm said. Ninety percent of migrants who enter
Europe are helped by human traffickers, he added, citing a
2015 study. Spain has become the main entry point for
migrants arriving this year, after Italy and Greece.

“The journey can last one year, two years, depending on
the ring and the funds you have, because the trafficking net-
works will take you as far as you can pay,” Jose Nieto
Barroso of the national police’s human smuggling unit
UCRIF said. Migrants gather in Morocco because “it’s the
best place to wait for the right moment to cross” over to
Spain, said Nieto Barroso. The vast majority pay for a spot
on an inflatable dinghy or to take part in a mass run on the
heavily fortified border fences that surround Ceuta and
Melilla, two tiny Spanish territories in North Africa that
share the EU’s only land borders with Africa.

Up to 5,000 euros 
Human traffickers charge 18 euros ($21) to try to scale

the border fences, 200-700 euros to join a packed boat to
cross the narrow Strait of Gibraltar separating Spain from
Morocco by just 15 kilometers at its narrowest point, or up
to 5,000 euros to make the trip by jet ski, according to

Spanish police. Europol estimates migrants pay on average
3,000-5,000 euros for a complete trip to Europe.

Once in Spain, many want to move on to wealthier north-
ern European countries like Britain, France and Germany
where they believe they will have better opportunities, or

because they already have family there. Once again, human
traffickers play a role in getting them there. The smugglers
promise migrants they will be rescued at sea by the Spanish
coast guard and then taken to migrant reception centers
where “in three or four days members of the network will be in
the area and get you out,” Nieto Barroso said. The gang will
then take the migrants to another country or, in worst-case
scenarios, pass them on to other gangs that exploit them. 

‘Chaotic’ reception
Women are sometimes forced into prostitution while

men are used as slave labour in agriculture or made to beg
in the streets. The rings “supply people. They say: ‘I have 8,
12, 15 people from the sub-Sahara who can be put to
work’,” said Nieto Barroso. Gangs take advantage of the

“brutal collapse” of overcrowded migrant reception centers,
and gain access to migrants through nonprofit organizations
which work with the newcomers, he added. 

Paloma Favieres of the Spanish Committee for Refugee
Aid (CEAR) denounced the reception Spain gives migrants
as “chaotic”. — AFP

Smugglers pave path for migrants 
from sub-Saharan Africa to Europe 

Migrants pay on average 3,000-5,000 euros for a complete trip

News in brief

Another blow to Macron
PARIS: France’s Interior Minister Gerard Collomb
announced yesterday that he would stand down after
next year’s European Parliament elections, in yet
another blow to President Emmanuel Macron. Collomb,
one of Macron’s most loyal ministers and a heavy-
weight in his cabinet, told news magazine L’Express
that he would quit the ministry to run for his old job as
mayor of Lyon in eastern France in 2020. The
announcement comes just three weeks after Macron’s
popular environment minister Nicolas Hulot quit and as
the president’s approval ratings have plummeted. “The
local elections are still far away-I will run in Lyon if I
don’t get diagnosed as seriously ill anytime before
that,” Collomb joked.  “I won’t be interior minister right
up until the last moment. — AFP 

Libya rival militias clash 
TRIPOLI: New clashes flared between rival militias
south of Libya’s capital Tripoli yesterday, causing
widespread power outages, the national electricity firm
said. The fighting underscored the fragility of a United
Nations-backed ceasefire reached earlier this month
after days of deadly violence between armed groups in
the capital, beset by turmoil since the fall of dictator
Muammar Gaddafi in 2011. Yesterday morning’s clash-
es centered on the main road to Tripoli’s long-closed
international airport, according to witnesses including
an AFP journalist. Libya’s National Electricity
Company said its network had been damaged, causing
a total blackout across the North African nation’s south
and west.  — AFP 

‘Swiss Leaks’ Falciani
MADRID: A Spanish court ruled yesterday against
extraditing Herve Falciani, a former HSBC analyst who
leaked documents alleging widespread tax evasion, to
Switzerland. The National Court said in a statement
that it had already rejected his extradition in a previ-
ous case in 2013, adding there is no equivalent in
Spanish law of the crime of “aggravated financial espi-
onage” for which he was convicted in Switzerland. The
court argued that the crime “differs substantially with
the Spanish offences that can be considered most simi-
lar, like ‘disclosure’ of secrets’.” Falciani was arrested in
Madrid in April on his way to a conference on the need
to protect whistleblowers and released on bail. — AFP 

Italian missionary kidnapped 
NIAMEY: An Italian missionary has been kidnapped in
southwest Niger, in the latest abduction of a foreign
worker in the troubled Sahel country, his organization
said yesterday. Pier Luigi Maccalli, a priest who has
lived in Niger for 11 years, was seized on Monday night
in Bamoanga, a village 125 kilometers from the capital
Niamey, the communications chief for the Catholic
mission to Niger, Thomas Codjovi, said. “The kidnap-
ping happened at around 9pm. According to local resi-
dents, about eight men arrived on motorbikes, broke
into his house opposite the church and forced him to
go with them... They returned 10 minutes later, firing
into the air to frighten people,” Codjovi said. “There
were also nuns there, but he was the only one they
wanted to kidnap.” — AFP 

Migrant camp overcrowded 
ATHENS: Greece said yesterday it would move 2,000
asylum-seekers from the island of Lesbos to the main-
land by the end of the month as pressure mounted on
the government to ease overcrowding. Human rights
groups and local authorities have criticized Greece for
the poor conditions at the country’s biggest migrant
camp, Moria, currently operating at almost three times
its capacity. About 9,000 migrants and refugees are
holed up in the camp, a collection of tents and shipping
containers in a former military base, according to the
latest government data. A local governor threatened to
shut it down within 30 days unless authorities clean up
uncontrollable amounts of waste. — Reuters
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Level of Myanmar 
army brutality 
‘hard to fathom’
GENEVA: Myanmar’s army has used unfath-
omable levels of violence against minority
Rohingya, UN investigators said yesterday,
calling for the military to be removed from
politics and top generals to be prosecuted
for genocide. In the most meticulous break-
down of the violence in Myanmar to date, a
UN team of investigators presented a 444-
page report laying out in horrifying detail a
vast array of violations committed by the
country’s powerful military, especially
against the Rohingya Muslims.

“It is hard to fathom the level of brutali-
ty of Tatmadaw operations, its total disre-
gard for civilian life,” head of the UN fact-
finding mission Marzuki Darusman told the
UN Human Rights Council, referring to the
nation’s military. Myanmar’s ambassador to
the UN, Kyaw Moe Tun, slammed
Tuesday’s report as “one-sided” and
“flawed”. A brutal military crackdown last
year forced more than 700,000 Rohingya
to flee over the border into Bangladesh
amid accounts of arson, murder and rape at
the hands of soldiers and vigilante mobs in
the mainly Buddhist country. Myanmar’s
army has denied nearly all wrongdoing,
insisting its campaign was justified to root
out Rohingya insurgents who staged dead-
ly raids on border posts in August 2017.

‘Genocide’ 
The UN team said the military’s tactics

had been “consistently and grossly dispro-
portionate to actual security threats”, and
said that estimates that some 10,000 peo-
ple were killed in the crackdown was likely
a conservative figure. It said there were
reasonable grounds to believe that the
atrocities were committed with the inten-
tion of destroying the stateless Rohingya,
warranting the charges of “genocide”. A
shorter version of the mission’s report,
published last month, had already called
for Myanmar’s army chief and five other
top military commanders to be prosecuted
in an international court for genocide.

In his presentation, Darusman provided
excruciating details of massacres in
Rohingya villages, pointing out that “the
men were systematically killed. Children
were shot, thrown into the river or onto a
fire.” Women and girls meanwhile were
routinely gang-raped before being locked
inside burning houses. Of those who sur-
vived, many had been severely bitten, in
what appeared to be “akin to a form of
branding,” he said.

Rape as war tactic 
Darusman said the “scale, cruelty and

systematic nature (of the sexual vio-
lence) reveal beyond doubt that rape is
used as a tactic of war.” The UN analysis
decried the army’s hold on political life
in  Myanmar, which only recent ly
emerged from almost a half century of
total military junta rule. The military
holds a quarter of seats in parliament
and controls three ministries, making its

gr ip on power f i rm despite reforms
beginning in 2011. Aung San Suu Kyi’s
democrat ical ly-elected government
remains in a delicate power balance with
the generals, whose presence in parlia-
ment gives them an effective veto on
constitutional changes. “There cannot be
any democratic transition in Myanmar
unless the Tatmadaw relinquishes its
control of the politics, of the economy
and of the constitution,” UN investigator
Christopher Sidoti told reporters. “We
have seen not the birth of democracy in
Myanmar, regrettably, but the stillbirth.”

The UN mission said Myanmar’s civilian

government had also helped enable the
widespread rights violations in Myanmar
by allowing hate speech against the
Rohingya to flourish and using civilian laws
to crack down on media and others speak-
ing out against abuses. The investigators
directed specific criticism at Suu Kyi,
whose global reputation has been shat-
tered by her failure to speak up for the
Rohingya against the military. While
acknowledging that the civilian authorities
have little influence over military actions,
the report said that their “acts and omis-
sions” had “contributed to the commission
of atrocity crimes”. — AFP

Black US teen 
shot dead ‘for 
ignoring police’
CHICAGO: A white Chicago policeman shot a black
teen 16 times simply for having the “audacity” to ignore
police, prosecutors said Monday, as opening arguments
began in his politically-charged murder trial. Attorneys
on both sides set out their cases in a courtroom packed
with media, as well as supporters and family of both
officer Jason Van Dyke and Laquan McDonald.

The 17-year-old’s 2014 killing has become emblem-
atic of decades of documented police abuse in the
Midwestern city, which has been on edge over concerns
that violence could break out if Van Dyke is acquitted.
Lead prosecutor Joe McMahon, detailing a case heavily
dependent on police dash-cam video, said Van Dyke
unlawfully shot McDonald “not once, but twice, three,
four, five, six, seven, eight-and we’re only halfway done-
nine, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 times.” “Not a single shot
was necessary or justified,” he said. Van Dyke simply
saw “a black boy, walking down the street... and having
the audacity to ignore the police.”

McDonald’s family looked on expressionless as video
of the shooting was played for the jury. It showed Van
Dyke firing at McDonald, who appeared to have been
walking away from officers when shot. Van Dyke kept
firing even after the teen collapsed. None of the other
nine officers at the scene fired their weapons. Officials
did not release the video footage for a year after the
shooting, finally making it public only after a judge
compelled them. Protesters demonstrated for months,
alleging a cover-up and demanding resignations.
Chicago’s then-police chief and top prosecutor both
lost their jobs. 

‘Tragedy,’ not murder
Van Dyke’s attorney Daniel Herbert countered with a

portrait of McDonald as a dangerous criminal, high on
the hallucinogenic drug PCP, who had threatened mem-
bers of the public during a “wild rampage.” “The gov-
ernment wants you to look at just the videotape,”
Herbert told the jury. “We’re going to show you the
context, because it’s important in this case.” The
defense questioned McDonald’s state of mind, invoking

a sense of escalating threat on the night officers trailed
him following a 911 call over an attempted burglary at a
parking lot. 

Van Dyke’s lawyers argued that he fired because the
teen suddenly began heading toward restaurants filled
with people. “Jason Van Dyke had a reason to believe
that Laquan McDonald was going to hurt somebody,”
Herbert said. “What happened to Laquan McDonald
was a tragedy. It’s a tragedy. It’s not a murder.” Police
officer Joseph McElligott, among the first at the scene,
testified that he was not threatened by the teen. Under
cross-examination, however, he agreed that McDonald
had “raised the threat” level, when he ran toward nearby
restaurants. 

Only a handful of protesters were outside the court-
house Monday, but the city was keenly watching the
case’s outcome. Few police officers have been convicted
after recent highly-publicized incidents of deadly
encounters between law enforcement and African
Americans, which have prompted the establishment of
the Black Lives Matter movement. “We’re trying to get
justice,” McDonald family spokesman Marvin Hunter
told reporters. “Justice in the matter of this case sets a
precedent around this country for all of the people that
have suffered what Laquan had suffered.” — AFP 

Nation state cyber 
attacks on the rise
THE HAGUE: Global ransomware attacks are increas-
ingly linked to nation states, with the lines between
politics and crime often blurring, Europe’s police
agency said yesterday. Key ransomware attacks
include the so-called WannaCry and NotPetya mal-
ware, which infected hundreds of thousands of com-
puters around the world in 2017, demanding that
users pay ransoms to regain access. “Ransomware
retains its dominance,” said Europol’s latest annual
report on cybercrime.

“In addition to attacks by financially motivated
criminals, a significant volume of public reporting
increasingly attributes global cyber-attacks to the
actions of nation states,” said the agency, based in
The Hague. The report added that it was “increasingly
difficult” to determine whether it was a “sophisticat-
ed” cybercrime organized crime group, a state spon-
sored attacker, or a cybercrime amateur. On
September 6, the US charged a North Korean pro-
grammer with the WannaCry hack, the 2014 Sony
Pictures attack and a 2016 cyber-heist on
Bangladesh’s central bank, alleging they were carried
out on behalf of the regime in Pyongyang.

In February the United States and Britain blamed
the Russian military for the “NotPetya” ransomware,
calling it a Kremlin effort to destabilize Ukraine which
spun out of control. Europol said cyberattackers are
also abandoning “random attacks” on mass targets in
favour of tailored targeting of people and businesses
“where greater potential benefits lie.” At the same time,
Europol said cyberattackers who once trained their
sights on traditional financial businesses were now
focusing on cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. However
classic internet phishing scams-emails that offer tech-
nical support, money-making scams or romance-”still
result in a considerable numbers of victims,” said the
agency. Europol also raised the alarm over the live
streaming of child sex abuse, a growing part of what it
called the “most disturbing aspect of cyber-crime.”
“Live streaming of child sexual abuse remains a partic-
ularly complex crime to investigate and is likely to fur-
ther increase in the future,” it said.  — AFP

WHAIKHYANG, Bangladesh: This file photo taken on Oct 10, 2017 shows Rohingya refugees
fleeing from Myanmar arrive at the Naf river on the Bangladesh border. — AFP 

CHICAGO: Demonstrators march outside the Leighton Criminal
Courthouse Building for the first day of Chicago police officer
Jason Van Dyke murder trial in Chicago, Illinois.  — AFP 

CALVADOS, France: Migrants attempt to open the rear door of a truck at the Brittany ferry port in Ouistreham,
northwestern France yesterday. Ports along the French coastline are the final chance for migrants to illegally
stowaway, hidden in vehicles travelling across the Channel to Britain. — AFP 


